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Some of the world’s largest companies are headquartered in the 
Seattle area but the built environment in which they each reside 
are vastly different. This lecture will examine the impact on the 
communities surrounding these business campuses, its employees 
and the surrounding residents.

Seattle Architecture Foundation 
@ The Center For Architecture & Design
1010 Western Ave | Seattle, WA | 98104

SEATTLEARCHITECTURE.ORG >> Share your notes and photos from tonight’s lecture #DesignInDepth
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LIVE, WORK, PLAY

BUSINESS CAMPUSES
02.21.17 | Center for Architecture & Design | 1010 Western Ave
Reception 5:30-6:30, Lecture 6:30 – 8:00PM 

UPCOMING DESIGN IN DEPTH TALKS  
At the Center for Architecture & Design 

NEIGHBORHOODS MATTER | NORTH & SOUTH

What draws you to a neighborhood and what keeps you there? Lively downtown 
main streets that promote locally owned shops and restaurants close to public 
transit are key. Hear how design, community advocacy and other amenities keep 
these neighborhoods on the outskirts thriving

 May 17 - Columbia City

 June 20 - Greenwood

UPCOMING EVENTS 
At the Center for Architecture & Design                                                                                    

ANNUAL OPEN HOUSE
February 28th, 6:00-8:00pm

Join us for SAF’s annual Open House to learn more about how to get involved with 
SAF as a volunteer and shape our future programs.  SAF Volunteers lead our tours, 
organize youth programs, special events and talks like tonight’ Design in Depth 
event.  The event is free and includes food and beverages.  For more information and 
to RSVP, please visit:   http://bit.ly/SAFopenhouse

WANT DISCOUNTED TICKETS TO LECTURES AND TOURS?
BECOME A MEMBER!
SAF members receive discounts on all programs and special members only 
opportunities. By supporting SAF, members provide a valuable resource that 
helps shape our community. Whether we’re inspiring potential young architects 
to develop solutions to social issues or educationg the general public on critical 
community development topics, SAF is fostering a deeper understanding of the 
built environment. Join us. Shape Seattle! 

Visit us online or call 206.667.9184 to learn more. 
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LIVE, WORK, PLAY

BUSINESS CAMPUSES | PANELISTS

ALAN HART, MODERATOR 
Founding Principal, VIA Architecture

A strong advocate for clarity and integrity in the planning 
and design process for over 30 years, Alan Hart consistently 
champions the importance of infrastructure and multimodal 
connectivity as an integral part of community vision. Alan 
has built a reputation finding opportunities for innovation 
in unlikely places, creating high-quality urban environments 

from transit systems to urban master plans. From an early stage in his career Alan has 
aimed to use his passion for architectural and transit design and his skills as an urban 
planner to help create integrated, sustainable communities. Alan is Founding Principal of 
VIA Architecture, with offices in Vancouver, Seattle, and San Francisco.

J. MARK LUDTKA 
Principal, DLR Group

Mark leads DLR Group’s Workplace studio in the Pacific 
Northwest. He has more than 30 plus years of planning 
and design experience in the commercial market practice 
throughout the U.S., Mexico, and the Middle East. His 
Workplace portfolio includes design for Microsoft, Google, 
Boeing and numerous NW Developers. An instrumental 
member of the National Workplace Team, he works with 

DLR Group experts to assist developers and national brands on projects across the 
United States and internationally. 

“Workplace is about creating solutions, buildings and spaces where the client’s business 
objectives are attained, people thrive, and creativity flourishes.” 
Mark brings extensive knowledge and leadership with his expertise and experience to 
both clients and DLR Group design teams. His approach is to be a true partner with his 
client. Additionally, his understanding of construction and costs provide added value for 
clients on each project.

PETER KRECH 
Principal, Graphite Design Group

Peter is a seasoned design leader whose professional
experience includes a diversity of project types, including
commercial office, retail mixed-use and high-rise projects
in the United States and Asia. He integrates the diverse
components of complex, multi-faceted projects, while
balancing technical and environmental challenges. With his 

colleagues at Graphite, Peter creates vibrant, cohesive, memorable places that meet 
clients’ development and economic objectives.

SEATTLEARCHITECTURE.ORG SAF 2017 DESIGN IN DEPTH SERIES

Join us for the second part of the 2017 series

PNW MATERIALITY | THEN & NOW

Materiality is a part of our living environments that has been 
influencing our experiences since the beginning of time. Just 
as the look and feel of a cave wall providing shelter shaped 
how a cave person may have felt in their living space, the 
materials used in built structures today, both inside and out, 
influence our encounters with the spaces we occupy. Come 

take a journey through history as we learn about materials in the PNW that truly give 
us a sense of time and space and how everything from technology to sustainability to 
our own personal tastes have influenced their evolution. 

 March 21 – Building technology of Seattle’s Past

 April 18 - Materials of the Future
 


